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Note: Bulletin 633 Superseded by 633a, Discard Bulletin 633 Immediately.

Subject: CR10 Battery Charging Rectifier Bridge Effective: Immediately

Model(s) or Series: BGE and NHE Mobile Geasets, Spec K - M
BGM and NHM Mobile Gensets, Spec B - F

Oaan has identified a potential issue with the battery charging rectifier bridge on
the sets listed above. The bridge may experience a direct short to ground. This can-
provide a direct path to ground for E+ through the Bl B2 windings and/or the
Bl B2 winding can become grounded during set operation. If this occurs, it is
possible to overload and overheat the Bl B2 winding, which can result in failure of
the coil. There is also potential for consequential damage to the main stator coils,
leading to complete failure of the generator stator and associated components.

Although the chance of failure is small, if it occurs, the damage to the generator is
significant. Therefore, the battery charging circuit on the listed sets should be
disabled any time the stator, rotor, battery charging rectifier bridge, or the battery
charge resistor are serviced. Sets built after the listed specs will no longer
incorporate this circuit. It is made redundant by the coach converter.

Always refer to the appropriate service manual, wiring diagram, and schematic for
the specific model set you are servicing. Read and follow the safety precautions
listed in the service manual before proceeding. Disconnect the battery negative
connections before going ahead with any of the following procedures,

On BGE and NHE models, disconnect all leads from the CRIO battery charging
rectifier bridge, then remove and discard the bridge. Protect the ends of the CRIO
AC leads with heat shrinkable tubing. Secure the leads with plastic wire ties inside
the control bos to isolate them from contact with any grounded surface. Remove
and discard the CR10+ / Kl B+ lead. Remove and discard the R6 battery charge
resistor and the CRIO- / R6 and R6/LO leads.

On gasoline fueled BGM and NHM models Spec B and C, and LP fueled models
Spec B through F, disconnect all leads from the CRIO battery charging rectifier
bridge, then remove and discard the bridge. Leave the CRIO AC / HI leads
connected together and protect the exposed ends with heat shrinkable tubing.
Secure the leads with plastic wire ties inside the control box to isolate them from
contact with any grounded surface. Remove and discard the CR1<H* / Kl B+ tead.
Remove and discard the Rl battery "charge resistor and the CRIO- / Rl and Rl /
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On gasoline fueied BGM and NHM models Spec D through F, disconnect all leads
from the CRIO battery charging rectifier bridge, then remove and discard the
bridge. Protect the ends of the CRIO AC leads with heat shrirtkabie tubing. Secure
the leads with plastic wire ties inside the control box to isolate them from contact
with any grounded surface. Remove and discard the CR10+ / Kl B+ lead. Remove
and discard the Rl battery charge resistor and the CRIO- / Rl and Rl / GND leads.

This is not a field campaign. Disable the battery charging circuit only when the set
is in for service on the stator, rotor, battery charging rectifier bridge, or the battery
charge resistor.

Standard warranty applies.
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